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ABSTRACT 
We solve the following problem proposed by Oliveira: Under what conditions 
does there exist a square matrix A = [Aij], i, j E (1,2) (A,, is principal) over an 
arbitrary field, with prescribed eigenvalues and prescribed submatrices A,,, A,,, and 
A,,? 
Oliveira [2] raises the question under what conditions there exists a 
square matrix A = [ Aij], i, j E 1,2 (A,, principal) over an arbitrary field, 
with prescribed eigenvalues and prescribed submatrices A,,, A ,2, and A,, . 
Let F be a field, F m Xn the set of m X n matrices over F, and Gl,( F) 
the set of m X m nonsingular matrices over F. Given a polynomial 
f(x) =xk-ak_I”k-l- *-’ -aa,x-a, (k > 1) 
over F, we denote by C(f) the companion matrix 
C(f) = 
0 0 1 
a, a, . * * ak-2 ak-l 
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We denote by d(f) the degree of f(x). We assume that the invariant factors 
of a matrix with coefficients in F[x], the ring of the polynomials over F, are 
always manic. 
Let A,,A, E Fmxm, B,, B, E FmXn. The matrices [A, B,] and [A, B,] 
are said to be r-equivalent [ 111 if there exist P E Gl,( F), Q E Gl,( F), 
R E Fnxm such that 
[AZ B,]=P-‘[A, Br] ’ ’ 
[ 1 R 0’ 
This is an equivalence relation. 
Let A E Fmxm, BE Fmx”. Let k, > .** >/k, be the controllability 
indices of the pair (A, I?) different from zero 1111. Let s = k, + . * - + k,. Let 
fl(x>,...,fa(r) be th e invariant factors of the matrix [XI, - A(- B] different 
from 1, ordered so that f,(x) divides fi, i(x), i E (1,. . . , a - l}. Then [A B] is 
r - equivalent to 
[ 
M 0 0 
I 0 N H’ (1) 
where 
M = C(f,) @ -. * @C(.f,)> 
N=C(&)@ .-a ceC(x”r), 
H= [ eE’ ecik, a** et,)+ ,.. +k, ( 01, 
and ejS) is the jth column of the s X s identity matrix I,. The matrix (1) is 
called the r-normal form of [A B]. (For more details, see [ll].) 
We define the ~-normal fm of “,: as the matrix 
[ 1 
H’ 0 
[ 1 Nt 0 ’ 0 M’ 
(C’ denotes the transpose of a matrix C.) It is not difficult to see 
exist matrices P E Gl,(F), Q E Gl,(F), and R E Fmx” such that 
[;: i.]=[: ;][“,:]P-‘. 
that there 
The following theorem is our main result. 
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THEOREM. Let F be a fold, c1 ,..., c,+, E F, A,, E FmXm, A,, E FmxnP 
and A,, E F”x”. I.&f,(x)1 * * * If,,,(x) be the invariant factors of 
and let g,(x)1 f *. Ig,(r) be the invariant factors of 
- A,, 
[ 1 XI, - A,, ’ 
Then there exists A,, E F nxm such that 
A= 
A,, A,, 
[ 1 A A22 21 (3) 
has eigenualues c~,...,c,,,+,, af and only if the following conditions (a), (b), 
and (c) are satisfied: 
(a) trAl, +trA,, = c1 + - * * + c,+,. 
(b) fJr) *. * f,(x)g,(x) . * . g,(x) diuidm (x - c,) . * * (x - cm+,). 
(c) One of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(cl) For every q E F, A,,A,2 + A12A, + 77A,,. 
(~2) A,,A,, + A,,Az2 = qA,,, with q E F, and there exists a perrnuta- 
tion r:{l,..., m+n)+(l,..., m+n} such that 
%(Zi - 1) + ‘7r(Zi) = rl 
fm every i E(l,..., t}, where t = rank A,,, and 
are the roots off,(x). * .f,(~)g,(~) ’ ’ * g,(X). 
LEMMA 1. Let F be afield, A,,,A;, E FmXm, A,z,A>z E Fmxn, Azzp A’& 
E pxn, p E ~l,( F), Q E Gl,( F), R E Fnxm. Suppose that 
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(The symbol * denotes unspecified elements). Then, fw every qE F, 
if and only if 
AllAl -+ A,242 = ?A,2 
A;,A;, + A’,zA’zz = qA;, . 
Proof. Trivial. 
LEMMA 2. LetFbea$eZd,c, ,..., c,EF, 
where p, al,. . . , cyP are positive in~g~s, n >, p, and m = a1 + - - * + ap. Then 
there exists a matrix X, E FnXm such that N + HX, has eigenvalues cl,. +. ,c,. 
If n >, 2, then there exists a second matrix X, E Fnx” such that N + HX, also 
has eigenvalues cl,. . . , c,, and (X, - X,)H is nonscalar. 
Proof. We take a partition of the set (1,. . . , m) into p pairwise disjoint 
subsets Q, i,. . . ,(lj, such that Gi has ai elements, i E (1,. . . , p}. Suppose that 
n (X-Ci)=Y~‘-a~~_,~~‘-‘_ .I. -a$ox_a6'), 
j E ai 
i E (1,. . . , p}. If n = 1, we take 
Ifn&2andp=l,wetake 
[ 
a&!) t-2’ (1) . . . a(*)_ 2 a(‘)_ I 
xj= 0 0 . . . a;, ;i1 , 
0 I 
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j~(I,2}. If n&2 and p.2, we take 
I 
(1) 
a1 
. . . (/l)_ 0 . . . . 
al 1 
0 j.1 
#’ . . . a(‘)_ 0 
xj = 
a2 1 
1 0 (P) . . . a0 u(p)_ 1 an 0 
j E tL.21. 8 
LEMMA 3. Let F be a field, A,,,A,, E Fmx”, and let cl ,..., c2,, be 
element.sofFsatisfyingc, + **a +c,,= trA,, +trA,,. Zfm = 1 orA,, +A,, 
is nonscalar, then there exists A,, E F” Xm such that 
4, L 
[ I A A22 21 
has eigenvalues c1,,..,c2,,,. 
Proof. Suppose that m = 1, A,, = [al, and A,, = [b], with a + b = cl + 
c2. Then 
(cl-a:a-c2) i I 
has eigenvalues ci, c2. 
Now suppose that m > 2 and A,, + A,, is nonscalar. Let K = K,@ . * . d 
K,, where K,,..., K, are the companion matrices of the invariant polynomi- 
als of A,, + A,, different from 1, and K, is nonscalar. Suppose that Ki is of 
size aiXai, iE{l,..., u}. We define a matrix L E F(m-l)x(m-l) as follows: 
the entry (i,i), i E{l,. .., m-l}, is equal to ci; the entry (i,i +l>, i E 
11,. . * > m-2}, is equal to -1 if i=a,+ .*. +aj for some jE{l,...,U-l}, 
and otherwise is equal to zero; all the other entries are equal to zero. 
The matrix K’= K -(L@[O]) has the entries (i, j) with i, j ~{l,...,m}, 
i + 1 < j, equal to zero; and has the entries (i, i + l), i E { 1,. . . , m - l}, 
different from zero. According to the lemma in [7], there exists a matrix B 
with characteristic polynomial f(x) = (x - c,,,+~). * * (r - c2,,,) and such that 
its first m - 1 rows coincide with the corresponding rows of K’. Suppose that 
the last rows of K and B are, respectively, [a, . * * a,] and [b, * . * b,]. 
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The matrix 
where 
L 0 
R= 
q-b, -.- 
1 a,-,- k-l c,,, ’ 
has eigenvalues cr,. . . , cZm, and is similar to 
D’=[: ;I[:: :][ ?R i).] 
The matrices K and A,, + A22 are similar. Let W be a nonsingular 
matrix such that A ii + A22 = WKW-‘. Then D’ is similar to 
(W@W)D’(W-‘eW-‘) 
All L = 
[ I * A 22 
The matrix D” has the prescribed form and has eigenvalues cr, . . , cZtn. n 
REMARK. In the conditions of the theorem, let t = rank A,,. Let U E 
Fmxm, V E Fnx” be nonsingular matrices such that 
Let A’,, = UAJJ-‘, A;, = UA,,V, A’,, = V-‘A,,V. 
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The matrix [xl, -A’,, - A;, ,] has invariant factors fi(x>, . . . , f,(x), and 
has invariant factors g,(x), . . ., g,(r). Conditions (a) and (cl are satisfied if 
and only if the conditions that result from them on replacing A ii, A is, and 
A, by A’,,, A’,,, and A’,,, respectively, are satisfied. (See Lemma 1.) 
Moreover, for every Asi E TX*, the matrix 
is similar to 
(VW-‘)A(U-‘@I’) = v_lAA;lu_I 
21 
,“iz , 
22 1 
Therefore, in the proof of the theorem, we may assume that 
Proof of the theorem. If t = 0, then the proof is trivial. Now we consider 
the case t > 1. We assume that 
where C,, E F(m-t)x(m-t), D,, E Ftx’, t = rank A,,. Let p = d(f, * . *f,), 
q = d(g, . * *g,),r=m-t-p, s=n-t-q. 
The invariant factors of the matrix (2) different from 1 coincide with the 
invariant factors of 
[XL-t-G ( -cl,] (4) 
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different from 1. Therefore 
p=d(fl yJen-t. 
Analogously 
Let P, E Gl,_,(F), Qr E Gl,(F), and R, E Z?x(nr-f) be matrices such 
that 
Ml 0 0 
0 Nl fll I = P;‘[Cl, c,,] p1 O [ 1 R, Ql 
Ml E Fpxp, Nl E F rx’) is the r-normal form of [C,* C,,]. Analogously, let 
pz E ~l,_,( F), Qz E CA,(F), R, f FcnetjXt be matrices such that 
(N2 E Fsxs, M, E FqX4) is the r-normal form of 
According to [ll, Theorem 2.111 the invariant of (4) different from 
1 coincide with the invariant factors of XI, - M, different from 1. Analo- 
gously, the invariant factors of 
-A,, 
[ 1 x44 -4, 
difTerent from 1 coincide with the invariant factors of XI, - M, different 
from 1. 
Now we suppose that there exists 
A,, = 
El1 El2 
[ I E E22 E FnXm > 21 
with E,, E Ftx(m-t), such that the matrix (3) has eigenvalues c,, . . . , cm+=, in 
order to prove (a), (b), and (cl. Condition (a) is trivial. 
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Now we prove (b). The matrix A is similar to 
M, 0 0 = * 1 1 * 0 * * * M2 
Clearly, the product of the characteristic polynomials of M, and M,, which is 
f,(x) * * . j&)g,(x) * * * g,(x), divides th e characteristic polynomial of A’, 
which is (X - cl) * * * (X - cm+,). 
Finally, we prove (c). Suppose that A,,A,, + A,,A,a = ~Arz, with n E F. 
That is, 
1 c,,“:*D,, ;,I = [,1, :I. 
Therefore C,, = 0, D,, = 0, and C,, + D,, - 71,. Thus the eigenvalues of A 
are the eigenvalues of the matrices C,,, D,,, and 
c 4 
E = E22 
[ 1 12 D,l 
The matrix E is similar to 
According to the theorem in [7], the eigenvalues of E’ can be joined in pairs, 
so that the sum of the two eigenvalues of each pair is 17. On the other hand, 
the eigenvalues of C,, and D,, are the roots of fr(x). 9 *f,(x) and 
g,(x). * * g,(x), respectively. 
Conversely, suppose that (a>, (b), and (4 are satisfied. Let 
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We consider the matrices A’,, and A’, partitioned as follows: 
Note that 
(5) 
where 
Case 1: Suppose that 6~1) holds. Choose a partition of the set 11,. . . , 
m + n} into five pair-wise disjoint subsets, ai,. . .,& with 2t, r, S, p, and 9 
elements, respectively. 
The characteristic polynomial of M, [ M21 is fI(x) * . * f,<x) [ gl(x) * * * 
g,(r)]. Bearing in mind condition (b), we suppose, without loss of generality, 
that ci, i E a4 (i E @,,) are the eigenvdues of M, CM,). 
According to Lemma 1, it results from (cl) and (5) that 
A;lAl2 + Al242 it Ml2 forever-y ~EF. (6) 
It is not difficult to verify that (6) is equivalent to 
H,# 0 or H, # 0 or C;+ Di is nonscalar. 
We assume, without loss of generality, that r 3 s. (The other case is 
analogous.) Note that H, # 0 iff r > 0, and H, f 0 iff s > 0. 
We define a new matrix A!& as follows. If s = 0, we take A’;, = Aha. If 
H, # 0, then, according to Lemma 2, there is Y E FsXt such that N’ + H ‘Y * 2 2 
has eigenvalues cj, j E a3. In this case, we take 
A” 
22 
=fA’ f-1 
22 7 
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where 
1, 0 0 
YQ, 1s 0 1 . 
0 O 1, 
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In any case, we consider the matrix A!& partitioned as follows: 
Now we define A’!, as follows. If r = 0, we take A’;, = A;,. If H, f 0, 
then, according to Lemma 2, there exists Xi E Ftx’ such that N, + H,X, has 
eigenvalues cj, j E @s. If H, # 0 and t > 2, then there exists a second matrix 
x, E PX’ such that Ni -t H,X, has eigenvalues cj, j E as, and (X, - X,)H, 
is nonscalar. If H, # 0 and t = 1, then let X = Xi. If H, # 0, t > 2, and 
Z = C; - Q,X,H,Q;' + 0; is nonscalar, then let X = Xi. If H, # 0, t > 2, 
and Z is scalar, then let X = X,. In any case, if H, f 0, then let 
where 
I, 0 0 
0 I, 0 
0 QJ 4 I- 
Consider the matrix A;, partitioned as follows: 
Note that: 
(i) If H,#O, then N,“=Ni+ H,X, C$=C;-QlXH,Q;', ad NT has 
eigenvalues Cj, j E *a. 
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(ii) If H,#O, then N,“=N,+ YH,, D;- Di-Qi1H2YQz, and N,” has 
eigenvalues cj, j E aS. 
(iii) If t > 2 and r = 0, then s = 0 and C;l + 0;' = C; + Di is nonscalar. 
(iv) If t > 2 and H, # 0, then X was chosen so that Cg + D”=C’- 
1 3 
QIXH,Q;'+ 0;' is nonscalar. 
According to Lemma 3, there exists W E Ftx’ such that 
c;l I, 
[ 1 W Di' 
has eigenvalues cj, j E Q1. The matrix 
M, 0 0 
0 N; H,Q;' 
0 0 
B= 
C;l 
0 0 w 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M, 
has eigenvalues c,, . . . , c,+,. (Note that some of the rows and 
do not exist if s = 0.) The matrix B is similar to 
B'=(hf-')B(Tf-'d) 
Ml 0 0 0 0 0 
0 N, H,Q;' 0 0 0 
0 c', c; I, 0 0 
0 * w Di Qi'H2 0 
0 * * Ij, N, 0 
0 0 0 0 0 M, 
(7) 
columns of B 
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and B’ is similar to 
M, 0 0 0 0 o- 
0 Nl H,Q;' 0 0 0 
B”= RB’fi-‘= c; ci c; 4 0 0 
* * * D; Q;'H, 0 ’ 
* * * Dh N2 0 
* * * Dj 0 M2 
where 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
0 I, 0 0 
D;- ti, 0 I, 0 
4 0 0 I, 
The matrix B” is similar to 
which has the prescribed form and has eigenvalues cl,. . . , c,+,. 
Case 2: Suppose that (~2) holds. According to Lemma 1 and (5), we 
have 
A;,A,, + A,,42 = MI,, with ~EF. (8) 
From (8) it results that 
H, = 0, H, = 0, and C; + Di = yl,. 
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Therefore A’,, and A’,, reduce to 
According to Lemma 3, for each i E (1,. . . , t), there exists di E F such that 
has eigenvalues c,(~~__~) and c,(~~). The matrix D = D,e * * - oD, is similar 
to 
0 
D’= 
4 
diag(d,,...,d,) I ~1~ ’ 
and D' is similar to 
The matrix 
has eigenvalues cl,. . . , cm+,, and is similar to 
A=T-‘BT= 
A,, A,2 
[ I * A ’ 22 
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